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Ethics of Strategic Voting in Popular Elections

1. Role of elections in a democracy

Popular elections are the condition for every representative democracy, hence acknow
ledging the practices which govern such elections is essential to understand the modern 
democratic state.2 There are some who would argue that a fair process of voting is not in 
any way the essence of democracy.3 According to their approach, democracy should be 
associated with numerous institutions that counterbalance any discretionary powers of 
public authorities out of consideration for the fundamental individual rights and liberties.  
Fair elections are then not the only condition of democracy. It is what we would call the 
liberal democracy approach. Yet, the advocates of this approach do not underestimate 
the act of voting. Increase of voters’ turnout is supported by “getoutthevote” actions 
or enforcement of compulsory voting, for instance in Australia. Moreover, polling days 
are generally considered a public holiday by national authorities around the world  
to encourage citizens to participate in the elections. Therefore, regard less of the particular  
variant of democracy, be it ancient Athenian, liberal, populist, popular elections stand 
as an important measure of legitimization, which supports the moral significance of 
a polling day.

This paper offers a comprehensive discussion of the issue of ethics of strategic voting 
in popular election with overview through the typical mathematical deliberations in 
quantitative reasoning of strategical voting. However, the following chapters require 
no background in mathematics and so might be particularly inte resting for liberal art 
students or those who seek an instant research insight into this area. Although some 
experience with global political system is assumed, the plain language helps to follow 
the argumentation with even a little knowledge in the field.

This paper is meant to scrutinize the moral underpinning of strategic voting in the 
very particular case of popular elections defined as any means of indirect democracy, 
i.e., voting for a representative or for a body of representatives. It should be considered 

1 ORCID number: 0000000199984553. Email: lukasz.lyzwa@alumni.uj.edu.pl
2 However, premodern democratic states’ officials were often appointed by a sortition (selection by a lottery). Since the 

Enlightment, such methods have been gradually replaced by voting. See: K. Rzążewski, W. Słomczyński, K. Życzkowski, 
Każdy głos się liczy! Wędrówka przez krainę wyborów [Eng. Every Vote Counts! Journey Through the Realm of Elections], 
Warszawa 2014, pp. 42–45.

3 W. Ciszewski, Czy demokracja to rządy większości wyłonionej w wyborach? [Eng. Is Democracy a Rule of the Elected 
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a narrowing down of the subject since it appears that strategic voting may be attri b
uted to any process of combining individual inputs with a collective output, where the 
decisive body requires no less than two agents, who may choose between no less than 
three options.4

For example, let us suppose that a board of a successful company is made of five 
members who jointly choose between three drafts of an annual budget for the upcoming 
year. For the sake of clarity of this example, let me illustrate the set of three propo s  
als: X = {x, y, z} to be chosen by a body of i, j, k, l and m and arranged in the Table 
from the most to the least preferable choice. Note that the model does not consider 
any intensiveness of preference. The board member j may be excited to cast a vote for 
a wellcalculated budget x over y, yet honestly hates the z variant. Despite that, the 
degree of discrimination between these items stays the same. For the sake of simpli
city and clarity, let us assume that a simple majority rule decides which budget will be 
implemented and each board member marks only the topranked option in a ballot. 
This is what we call the plurality rule. Any of the variants with the highest number of 
votes wins, no matter of the percentage it would score.

Table.
Illustration of the general strategic-voting application. The shadowed fields covers the considered reasoning

Ri Rj Rk Rl Rm

y x z z y

z y x y z

x z y x x

Source: own elaboration.

If each of the board members claimed their actual preferences, the result would be 
a draw between z and y. The outcome z is, however, j’s last option. Then, keeping in 
mind the preferences of other board members, j forecasts a plausible outcome as not 
optimal for his or her goals and decides to misreport his or her true preferences out of 
a desire for a more favourable endresult. Assuming that j submits y instead of x as his 
or her highestranked option, then Rj’s order would be: y>x>z. Assuming that Ri, Rk, 
Rl and Rm remain the same, the y budget draft wins. Clearly, j exercised strategic voting.

This is the most popular strategy that can be noticed across a plurality voting sys
tem, and it is often called “compromising” or “voting for the lesser evil”. However, this 
strategy does not cover a wide array of tactical voting methods.

Such strategic voting, alternatively known as tactical voting, is commonly found 
to be controversial on account of the deceptive behaviour employed. Driven by the 
intention to enhance plausibility of certain alternative to be elected, a strategic voter 
takes advantage of the group decisionmaking process, which any election certainly is, 
casting a vote that does not represent their top preferences, which raises the issues of 
accountability, transparency and manipulation. The idea behind the thesis is to scru
tinize the moral underpinning of strategic voting, which refers to the voter who casts 
a vote that does not represent one’s top electoral preference out of a desire to obtain 

4 M. Satterthwaite, Strategy-proofness and Arrow’s Conditions: Existence and correspondence theorems for voting proce-
dures and social welfare functions, “Journal of Economic Theory” 1975/2, p. 187.
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a more favourable outcome. The intention of the author is to argue that tactical voting 
need not be considered a moral wrongdoing, if implemented in popular elections.

Firstly, some light is shed on the social choice theory and a theory of democracy with 
a view to offer some context for a better understanding the place of this thesis in a philo
sophical discourse. Then, the consequentialist argument is introduced, followed by the 
express value argument and the sincere argument, which suggest manipulation since  
the agent does not reveal one’s profound choice, so to say, does not vote naively. I regard 
it as nonconclusive, whereas it presupposes a not commonly accepted view on the 
role of election in the democracy itself. Further on, I challenge five of Satterthwaite’s 
“transparency arguments”: 1) inequality of skills; 2) inefficiency; 3) nontransparency 
of voters’ preferences; 4) nontransparency of representatives’ preferences; and 5) ran
domness, which I treat by and large as valid, with minor comments. However, I believe 
that few of the “transparency arguments” can be adopted as a virtue, rather than a vice, 
of democracy because they encourage cooperation and adjusting ongoing coalitions. 
Finally, I differentiate between a weak and a strong position against treating strategic 
voting as a wrongdoing.

Fulfilling a methodological requirement, the evaluation of strategic voting is possible 
thanks to the social choice theory, the roots of which date back to 1950s. It has merged 
political philosophy, normative economics, mathematics and ethics, creating an interdiscip
linary approach in the analysis of the phenomenon of collective decisionmaking process. 
Guided by the clarity of reasoning, wherever possible, I have skipped any unnecessary 
deliberations and referenced them in an extensive bibliography in the footnotes. Hence, 
this thesis is focused primarily on the conceptual rather than mathematical reasoning.

2. Voting studies

The rational choice theory encompasses three branches: the game theory, the de cision 
theory and the social choice theory.5 Yet, aggregating the preferences of multiple  
individuals with respect to several available candidates, which is colloquially known as 
elections, is generally scrutinized under the social choice theory.6 Therefore, it will be 
the exclusive focus of our studies. Nevertheless, all the three branches follow a common 
assumption in modelling human behaviour, i.e., that jointly generated actions exercise 
the virtue of rationality if each individual has a complete set of preferences – that is, if 
they follow the order of superiority, inferiority, or indifference among all pairs of choices  
as you might have noticed in Table. Again, the intensity of preferences is not taken 
into account at all. Hence, we can use the tools of the social choice theory to follow 
a process of elections as a decisionmaking scenario oriented towards maximization of 
utility which, I argue, might be helpful in revealing the ethical reasoning of the voting 
mechanism. Yet, a disclaimer must be added.

5 For relations between the branches, see: chapter 1, in W. Załuski, Game theory in jurisprudence, Kraków 2013, 
pp. 21–23; M. Reshef, Strategic voting, in: P. Stones, R.J. Brachman (eds.), Synthesis Lectures on artificial intelligence 
and machine learning, Cham 2018, pp.1–167.

6 Compare with voting scrutinized by game theory scholars, where emphasis is put on dynamics of political coalitions 
rather than perspective of voters, where it is considered as an oceanic game with an infinitive number of players. See: 
M. Jasiński, Łączenie się i podział koalicji w świetle teorii gier oceanicznych [Eng. Formation and Dissolvement of Coalition 
in the Light of oceanic Games’ Theory], in: B. KrauzMozer, P. Ścigaj (eds.), Podejścia badawcze i metodologie w nauce 
o polityce [Eng. Research Approaches and Methodologies in Political Science], Kraków 2013, pp. 315–337; M. Reshef, 
Strategic voting…, pp. 5–11.
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From the standpoint of a voter, moral obligation may emerge at least twice during 
an election, that is the general duty of voting, regardless of the outcome – what I am not 
willing to argue, and voting for a certain candidate who guarantees the expected result. 
If the candidate’s program is good, then it would be moral to support the particular 
candidate so that they are elected to the office to act on the good programme. This is the 
principle of maximization of utility,7 which I believe should be limited by mathematical 
findings of the social choice theory.

Note that this model is relevant for voters who enjoy the right to a free election. 
Sometimes the requirement of secret ballot is added. Why does the condition of a secret 
ballot is so relevant for some? On the basis of an open ballot system, where the voter’s 
choice is not confidential, the general argument of representativeness arises, known in 
literature as the Satterthwaite’s non-transparency of representatives’ preferences argument, 
which has been arguably established in his desideratum in 1973.8

As the open ballot is commonly used in parliaments, strategic voting would blur the voting 
records of politicians. Politicians may have voted tactically on some occasions. If in assessing 
the performance of a politician one relies on their voting records only, a distorted picture may 
emerge: the records do not reveal the reasons why politicians voted as they did. As a result, 
the voters may have difficulty in ascertaining whether their representative did indeed repres
ent their interests.9

This argument refers to every case of voting empowered by another (e.g., voting 
by proxy, deputy, etc.), if the representative votes without taking into consideration 
the view of their principal. In other words, the representative needs to breach or at least 
neglect the authorization by lack of consultation with the one the representative acts for.

However, according to the contemporary models of representation, free mandate 
is the most favourable one. It means that MPs represent an entity bigger than a nation, 
i.e., neither their electorate nor even the whole body of voters. They represent minors, 
disabled people, noncitizens, animals, or even future generations. Therefore, free man
date invalidates Satterthwaite’s non-transparency of representatives’ preferences argument. 
Moreover, there are other means of communications that MPs may employ in order 
to deliver a reason for having voted in a certain way. Keeping the foregoing in mind, 
I believe that the argument is negligible, if implemented in popular elections.

3. Theory of democracy and ethical consequentialism

JeanJacques Rousseau once wrote: “Politics and Morals cannot be separated, and 
who wants to study one without the other is bound to misunderstand both”.10 It is the 
closing passage of his Social Contract book. It was not an explicitly original view, though. 
The roots of this thinking go back to Aristotle who considered both politics and ethics 
to be practical studies, where morals collide with individual interests, thus creating 
the phenomenon of politics.11 Therefore, ancient scholars reflected on the decision
making process, but until the 20th century this approach was linked with benevolent 

7 J. Brennan, The Ethics and Rationality of Voting, in: E. Zalta (ed.), The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2020, 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2020/entries/voting/, accessed on: 1 October 2021. 

8 M. Satterthwaite, Existence of a Strategy Proof Procedure: A Topic in Social Choice Theory, Michigan 1973.
9 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise of Manipulation, “British Journal of Political Science” 2008/1, p. 10.
10 S.C. Kolm, Moral Public Choice, “Public Choice” 1996/1–2, p. 117.
11 Compare: A.W. Adkins The Connection between Aristotle’s Ethics and Politics, “Political Theory” 1984/1, pp. 29–49.
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government rather than fair conferral of power. The former political theory covered 
decisionmaking over the collective, while the latter – collective decisionmaking.12

According to William H. Riker, “democracy is both an ideal and a method”.13 In this 
sense, democracy is always linked with core values, and it is not just a device to express 
the will of the majority.14 Democracy as a method is the process of participation in 
managing society, where the procedure of voting stands next to expressing free speech, 
public manifestation, founding political parties, to name a few. Thus, elections are not 
tantamount to democracy. “Only voting that facilities popular choice is democratic. This 
condition excludes voting both in oligarchic bodies and in plebiscites in communist and 
military tyrannies, where voting is no more than forced approbation”.15 Hence, voting 
resembles a political program rather than a conceptual condition of democracy, which is 
neither necessary nor sufficient. Although the discussion over the relationship between 
democracy and voting is complex; some believe that there is no interaction between 
them at all, but scoping the thesis to representative democracy, the alternatives are 
limited to voting and sortition. The latter is strategyproof, free of any manipulation, 
but has a major flaw, namely lack of participation.

Riker states that democracy relies on three common cores. These are: participation, 
equality, and liberty.16 The theory of democracy then deals with a normative goal, while 
the social choice theory validates whether these goals are attainable. “By the use of the 
latter, it is possible to assess, at least in part, whether it is sensible to pursue demo
cratic ends by democratic means”.17 But why is the theory of social choice even needed 
to evaluate voting? Isn’t counting votes trivial?

Since Arrow’s paradox, political scholars have learned that there is no such voting 
mechanism that might simply reflect the “will of people”.18 Explicating it formally would 
take us too far afield, so let me just quote probably the best handbook in the field:

Consider a (resolute) voting rule that is defined for some number m of alternatives with m 
≥ 3, with no restrictions on the preference domain. Then, this rule must be at least one of 
the following:
1)  dictatorial: there exists a single fixed voter whose mostpreferred alternative is chosen 

for every profile;
2) imposing: there is at least one alternative that does not win under any profile;
3) manipulable (i.e., not strategyproof).
Properties 1 and 2 are not acceptable in most voting settings. Hence, under the conditions of 
the theorem, we are stuck with property 3: there will exist profiles such that at least one of 
the voters has an incentive to misreport her preferences.19

Keith Dowding and Martin Van Hees conclude that voting mechanism is a  game, 
not a truthtra cking procedure for underlying the preferences of the electoral body.20  

12 G. Brennan, A. Hamlin, Democratic Devices and Desires, Cambridge 2000, pp. 2–3. 
13 W.H. Riker, Liberalism Against Populism: A Confrontation Between the Theory of Democracy and the Theory of Social 

Choice, San Francisco 1982, p. 8.
14 R.A. Dahl, Democracy, in: Encyclopedia Britannica, Chicago 2020. 
15 W.H. Riker, Liberalism…, p. 8.
16 W.H. Riker, Liberalism…, p. 8.
17 W.H. Riker, Liberalism…, p. 3.
18 M. Morreau, Arrow’s Theorem, in: E.N. Zalta (ed.), The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, 2019, https://plato.

stanford.edu/entries/arrowstheorem/, accessed on: 1 October 2021. 
19 V. Conitzer, T. Walsh, Barriers to Manipulation in Voting, in: F. Brandt, V. Conitzer, U. Endriss, J. Lang, A.D. Procaccia (eds.),  

Handbook of computational social choice, New York 2016, p. 128.
20 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 2.
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The outcome depends as much on the features of a decision mechanism itself as on the 
preferences of its members. The abovementioned vulnerability of the decision mech
anism has generally been viewed as unfortunate, so there have been invented varieties 
of electoral systems to marginalize manipulation of strategic voting.21 Joseph Isidoro 
Morales wrote in 1797:

In the methods of election currently in use (…) an area lies open to private o personal 
in justice by the electors, as, depending on the situation, one, two, three or more of them 
can prevent the election of the most deserving candidate if they thus wish to contravene the 
course of justice. This system is so well known and occurs so often that an explanation of it 
is redundant. 22

Hence, Morales comes up with solution – the Borda’s electoral system.

In such an election, merit and justice are safeguarded by censorship of other electors in the 
case of a public election, and pangs of conscience if it is secret. Even if men’s passions cause 
them to lean toward injustice, their pride will lead them to conceal it.23

Despite Morales’ wishes, none of the electoral systems is manipulationfree. Gibbard 
Satterthwaite’s findings in 1970s have shown that it is not logically possible to establish 
strategyproof electoral system, so every each of them is unavoidably vulnerable to stra
tegic voting.24 Hence, we can never consider the outcome of any ballots as a straight
forward reflection of the will of people.

While the GibbardSatterthwaite’s theorem shows that for every rule there is 
a manipulation in a profile, perhaps there are rules for which those manipulations are 
too rare for us to care about. Even in the plurality rule, which is the most manipulable, 
the probability of manipulation is about    .25 When there are millions of n voters, it 
becomes negligible.

However, things look less rosy when we consider groups of voters that can manip
ulate the outcome collectively. If we allow for the groups to be sufficiently large, then 
we will almost always have some groups (or even many groups) who can attain a bet
ter outcome for all the voters in the group by manipulating collectively. Even if the 
desig ning of the voting rules were manipulable, but so complex that it would be com
putationally difficult for a voter with limited resources to find a strategy, collective effort 
extends such resources to even a quantitative mathematics scholar.

Here comes the consequentialist argument against strategic voting, i.e., the desire 
that election ought to be like voting poll, which is intended to reveal the sincere pre f
erences of voters. Therefore, strategic voting inferences such order, which is sequen
tially morally wrong. Here, the concept of God of lack crosses my mind. If we cannot 
otherwise establish a strategyproof electoral system, ethics enters the game to enforce 
the desired rules. I believe that advocates of such statements should prove that their 
proposition has any moral burden in the first place.

21 G. Cox, Making Votes Count: Strategic Coordination in the World’s Electoral Systems. Political Economy of Institutions 
and Decisions, Cambridge 1997, pp. 37–69 and 139; W.H. Riker, Liberalism…, p. 22.

22 S. Barbera, Strategy-proof Social Choice, in: K. Arrow, A. Sen, K. Suzumura (eds.), Handbook of social choice and 
welfare, Vol. 2, Amsterdam 2011, p. 734, quote of J.I. Morales, Memoria matemática sobre el cálculo de la opinion en 
las elecciones [Eng. Mathematical report on the calculation of opinion in elections], Madrid 1797, pp. 220–221. 

23 S. Barbera, Strategy-proof Social Choice…, pp. 220–221. 
24 M. Satterthwaite, Strategy-proofness…, pp.187–217.
25 M. Reshef, Strategic voting…, pp. 22–26.
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Riker argues that once the voting mechanism has been accepted by a community, 
whatever result it generates, it should be claimed to reflect the people’s will. Otherwise, 
we would have to rely on the Rousseaulike populist tradition of the collective general 
will not being derived from individual preference, but via a mysterious “common agent”.26

Under the Rousseauian approach, Riker argues, the accuracy of general will is not 
subject to an any formal reasoning. In popular elections it is accurate, since each voter 
chooses a candidate guided only by the common interest rather and not by any personal 
or private desire. “Thus, by summing the common interest regarding wills of a real 
person, one can arrive at the will of the great artificial person, the Sovereign”.27 Is it 
a popular misconception that such populist approach simply remains in the trust for the 
majority rule, as for example aggregative or electoral (minimal) democracy positions, 
which encourage expressing only a particular, individual interest in the ballot box.28 
Riker sophisticates Rousseauian (populist) approach by claiming that the opinion of the 
majority must be right and must be respected because the will of the people is the liberty 
of the people, since the Liberty, as Rousseau says, “is the obedience to a law we have 
prescripted for ourselves”.29 As can be seen, Rousseau thus invokes morallydriven 
notions of Liberty or Sovereign written with capital letters.

Under the liberal approach, Riker suggests, the outcome of voting is just a decision, 
without any moral interpretation. A function of voting is to control the officials and 
nothing more, whilst the Rousseauian (populist), aggregative or electoral (minimal) 
democracies emphasize electoral output. Liberals are aware that the government’s 
power can easily be directed against citizens. They believe that officials will be deterred 
from taking advantage of their power out of fear of losing the power by the next election. 
Since the future majority cannot be clearly specified, the officials remain selfcontrolled. 
Thus, not only the past election encourages officials to maintain discipline, nor the 
unexpected outcome of a future election, but both the last and the next polling, jointly 
aggregating limited tenure. In other words, in the liberal view it is not assumed that the 
electorate is right, therefore strategic voting in liberal approach is not even problematic 
for democracy, at least in scope of Riker, and has no moral burden at all.30

5. Electoral ethics

Voting is a moral issue since it requires consideration for others as well. Majority of 
voters do not just choose for themselves, but for everyone, including dissenting minor
ities, children, nonvoters, resident aliens, and people in other countries affected by their 
decisions. For this reason, voting seems to be a morally charged activity. 

Strategic voting encourages us to vote while being affected by concerns and expecta
tions about the likely outcome of the elections, which leads to voting for an option other 
than the truly preferred one. Though scholars have begun to address the phenomenon 
in their first papers in the 1950s, strategic voting also known as manipulation has been 
known for a long time. The oldest description of elections in which manipulation took 

26 W. H. Riker, Liberalism…, pp. 8–14.
27 W. H. Riker, Liberalism…, p. 11.
28 R.A. Dahl, Robert, A Preface to Democratic Theory, in: R. Charles (ed.), Walgreen Foundation Lectures, Chicago 1956, 

pp. 42–44; W. Ciszewski, Czy demokracja…, pp. 163–177.
29 W.H. Riker, Liberalism…, p. 11, quote of J.J. Rousseau, Social Contract, Bk I, chapter 8. 
30 W.H. Riker, Liberalism…, pp. 9–11.
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place can be found in the Epistulae of Pliny the Younger, which describes a trial over the 
slaves of the Roman consul Gnaeus Afranius Dexter who were accused of murdering 
their master.31 The most famous examples of elections suspected of strategic voting are 
the presidential elections in France in 2002 and the parliamentary elections in Slovenia 
in 2011 – it is estimated that even as much as 30% of voters could have voted strategic
ally in these elections.32 In fact, the socalled “voting for a lesser evil” is a very common 
phenomenon, exercised by nearly one in three voters in the UK.33

For their manipulation to be successful, agents must be aware of: 1) their pref    
e rences; 2) the preferences of all other voters; and 3) the technical operation of the 
voting mechanism. Moreover, the preferences relation R is 1) complete; 2) reflexive; 
and 3) transitive. R is complete if, comparing any alternative, the alternatives can be 
ranked in a chain of preferences, although the comparing individual may be indifferent 
to some of them. R is reflexive: it is conventionally reflected as aRa for any a ∈ A. R is 
transitive: in every case in which an individual prefers some a to some b, and b to some 
c, they also prefer a to c.34

6. Moral dilemmas

I would like to present the three main attempts to challenge strategic voting. These 
are: firstly, the express value argument; secondly, the sincere argument, and thirdly, 
the transparency arguments.

6.1. The express value argument

The express value argument relating to strategic voting claims that, even if all the voting 
mechanisms are vulnerable to manipulation, we should always submit our toppref
erence alternative to fulfil the expressive role of elections in a society.

To shed some light, let us recall the theory of voting behaviour, which holds that 
most citizens vote not in order to influence the outcome of the elections or government 
policies, but to express themselves.35 They vote to signal that they are loyal to certain 
ideas, ideals, or groups. They may have voted for Jarosław Kaczyński in the 2010 elec
tions in Poland to signal that they are brave, strong and selfsufficient, or for Bronisław 
Komorowski to prove that they are solid, hardworking and effective.36

Under this theory, although the act of voting is private, voters regard voting as an 
apt way to demonstrate and express their commitment to their political team. Sports 
fans who paint their faces with team colours do not generally believe that they, as indi
viduals, will change the outcome of the game, but instead wish to demonstrate their 
commitment to their team. Even when they watch games alone, sports fans cheer and 
clap for their teams. Perhaps this is exactly what voting is.

31 K. Rzążewski, W. Słomczyński, K. Życzkowski, Każdy głos…, chapter VII, pp. 226–244.
32 K. Rzążewski, W. Słomczyński, K. Życzkowski, Każdy głos…, chapter VII, pp. 226–244.
33 J. Garl, C. Terry, The 2017 general election. Volatile voting, random results, London 2017.
34 D. Lalman, J. Oppenheimer, P. Świstak, Formalna teoria wyboru racjonalnego: kumulatywne nauki polityczne [Eng. 

Formal Rational Choice Theory: A Cumulative Science of Politics], “Studia Socjologiczne” 1994/3–4, p. 19.
35 G. Brennan, L. Lomasky, Democracy and Decision: The Pure Theory of Electoral Preference, New York 1993. 
36 A. TurskaKawa, Profile psychologiczne kandydatów na prezydenta RP [Eng. Psychological Profile of presidential nom-

inees in Poland], in: J, Okrzesik, W. Wojtasik (eds.), Wybory prezydenckie w Polsce 2010 [Eng. The Presidential Elections 
in Poland 2010], Katowice 2011, pp. 133–154.
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However, even if social science clearly explains why people participate in those 
collective actions, it fails to answer the question “why people should vote and how 
to do it”. The gap between the positive and the normative scope does not allow deducing 
the existence of any ethical concussion in the ethics of voting. Perhaps voters indeed 
“perform X not to generate (or do) Y, but want to be an Xperformer and a member of 
the collective of (abstractly defined) fellow Xperformers”,37 but I am still not convinced 
why I should follow this strategy and prioritize the expressive role of elections in eva l
uating my strategic voting.

6.2. The sincere argument

According to this view, manipulation of social choice is regarded dishonest and, as such, 
immoral from the point of view of deontological value of honesty, regardless of how 
accurately popular elections track the “peoples’ will”.38 Dowding and Van Hees claim 
that not all forms of strategic voting deserve being called “dishonest voting” in a moral 
sense. An honest game is not equivalent to a straightforward game. The difference lies 
in sincere and insincere manipulation. The former occurs when an “agent 1) votes for 
a compromise alternative whose chances of winning are thereby increased and 2) genu
inely prefers that compromise alternative to the alternative that would otherwise win”.39 
Being consistent, since strategic voting is biased on information how others vote, casting 
a vote can be called sincere manipulation if an agent signals truthfully (for example in 
a poll) that she will vote in particular manner.

Further on, if one manipulates sincerely, then one hopes that the alternative voted 
for will indeed be the outcome and, in that sense, one’s choice still expresses one’s 
will. However, insincere manipulation, i.e., hiding our preferences in order to improve 
the chances of the other alternative’s winning, may seem to be less expressive  
of one’s will.

6.3. The transparency arguments

Now I turn to scrutinize Satherwaithe’s transparency arguments.40 Note how they over
lap with the moral doubts of strategic voting occurring in the consequentialist argu
ments introduced in chapter 3 in fine, however, Satherwaithe uses argumentation based 
on conflicts of utilities.

As regards the 1) inequality of skills; 2) inefficiency; 3) nontransparency of voters’ 
preferences; 4) nontransparency of representatives’ preferences; and 5) randomness, 
I do not question those arguments, yet I would like to argue that it is not as problematic 
as suggested at a first glance. The argument 4) was resolved in chapter 2.

1) Inequality of skills. The possibility of manipulation offers some voters an unfair 
advantage over others. Voting is supposed to be equal – one person one vote 
– but if some voters understand the strategic nature of the voting game and 
others do not, then those with the knowledge gain an advantage. They are more 

37 A. Schuessler, A Logic of Expressive Choice, Princeton 2000, p. 54.
38 K. Dowding,M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 4
39 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 4.
40 M. Satterthwaite, Existence of…, pp. 5–16.
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likely to vote strategically. The ignorant will not understand the strategic possib
ilities nor be disadvantaged.41

 This argument fully relies upon information asymmetry. Armed with knowledge, 
one may take advantage of the ignorant. This argument is valid, but refers to every 
case of information asymmetry. Knowledge is power – but in many elections, it 
is not considered desirable.

2) Inefficiency. Strategic voting is wasteful. Finding out the preferences of others 
is a waste of resources. If there are strategic possibilities inherent in the process, 
then in order to discover them, voters need to know not only their own prefer
ences, but the preferences of everyone else. Discovering these preferences is 
taken to be a wasteful and inefficient activity.42

 This can be seen as a type of strategy of the commons; everyone would be better 
off if nobody spent effort on manipulation, but individually voters are still bet
ter off when manipulating. This argument is particularly valid in fields such as 
sports tournaments, I believe, where fairplay is a beacon for judges. However, 
in popular elections or, more generally, in politics, I would assert that the cost 
is worth the result, because any democracy theory treats public debate as being 
beneficial. Knowledge of the preferences of others may challenge our own and 
induce our understanding other viewpoints. Getting familiar with the preferences 
of others stands as a partandparcel of a working democracy.

3) NonTransparency of Voters’ Preferences. The possibility of manipulation gives 
people incentives to hide their preferences. If someone can hide their pref
erences, they make it harder for others to manipulate and may make their own 
strategic possibilities easier.43

 As presented in section 5.2, the hiding of preferences is certainly a wrongdoing, 
but I doubt that transparency of voters’ preferences has any moral significance as 
outlined in chapter 3. It may be structured as follows: a weak position advocated 
by Dowding and Van Hees states that sincere manipulation indeed requires trans
parency of voters’ preferences. Strong position represented by Riker, however, in 
order to invalidate non-transparency of voters’ preferences arguments needs to go 
as far as to admit that voting procedure has no moral burden at all, outweighed 
by other virtues of democracy like participation, equality, and liberty. But, by some 
reason these are not incorporated to elections procedure itself. For Riker, limited 
tenure exclusively manages to keep officials in the hands of an electoral body, 
which guarantees those three virtues of democracy. There is no need to extend 
them to the process of election itself.

 Again, non-transparency of voters’ preferences arguments is valid, but refers 
to every voting game, not only popular elections. For example, imagine only 
one round of twocandidates majority elections which are unmanipulable under 
GibbardSatterthwaite, because no transfer of preferences is possible. Next, let 
us suppose that two candidates race for a presidency and that Bush is expected 
to beat Gore by a whisker. Gore supporters may pretend Bush is a shooin to be 
counted beforehand as Bush supporters, which will result in a lower turnin of 
genuine Bush supporters on the election day.

41 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 9.
42 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 10.
43 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 10.
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4) Randomness. Manipulation introduces an element of randomness into the voting 
process. If there is no dominant strategy, then there may be different ways of 
trying to secure one’s interests as well as possible. In those cases, it may be very 
difficult to predict the outcome of the decision process.44

 The fact that outcome is unpredictable does not mean it is random. Other altern
atives are either to appoint officials by lottery or adopt a voting system with 
elements of dictatorship (according to Arrow’s theorem).

7. Conclusions

This paper answers a particular question whether it is possible to maintain with a sound 
reason that strategic voting is not a wrongdoing. The answer is positive and I deliver 
two positions, a weak and a strong one. I have addressed all major doubts of tactical 
voting without going into mathematical elaborations about equilibriums and econo
mic assumptions, thus making this work accessible to everyone, especially freshmen 
of lib eral art degrees. Unravelling the reasons for moral dilemmas induced me to take 
into consideration the theory of democracy, the social choice theory and political  
philosophy.

Being consistent, after Riker, I deny the Rousseauian approach which fails to hold 
its assumptions since the findings of social choice theory have gone public. The sincere 
argument remains valid, albeit with some added conditions. However, strong Riker’s 
position of gatekeeping the moral burden to some democratic institutions and limi ting 
them to others seems arbitrary. 

Ethics of Strategic Voting in Popular Elections

Abstract: Misreporting of preferences is a  common behaviour among voters, yet still 
considered as a moral wrongdoing. I propose the conceptual framework for its dilemmas and 
argue that tactical voting may not be regarded morally wrong, if exercised in popular elections. 
I examine the relationship between strategic voting and its moral burden in connection with 
the specific moral concerns that have been expressed in the respective literature on the subject. 
Thanks to voting paradoxes revealed by mathematicians and economists gathered around 
a movement named “Social choice theory”, I challenge 1) “the consequentialist argument” 
and 2) the “express value argument”, which is eventually regarded as nonconclusive, given 
that it presupposes a not commonly accepted view on the role of election in democracy itself. 
In response to 3) “sincere argument” which implies manipulation since the agent does not 
express one’s profound preference, I distinguish between sincere and insincere manipulations. 
Then, I  challenge five of Satterthwaite’s “transparency arguments”: 1)  inequality of 
skills; 2) inefficiency; 3) nontransparency of voters’ preferences; 4) nontransparency  
of representatives’ preferences; and 5) randomness, which I treat by and large as valid, with 
minor comments added. However, I believe that some of the “transparency arguments” can 
be adopted as a virtue, rather than a vice of democracy because they encourage cooperation 
and adjusting ongoing coalitions. Finally, I differentiate between the weak and the strong 
position against treating strategic voting as a moral wrongdoing. The former argues that 

44 K. Dowding, M. Van Hees, In Praise…, p. 10.
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strategic voting may be “sincere”, and therefore morally acceptable under the argument 3).  
However, the latter rejects the claim that elections bear any moral burden and claims that 
voting itself should be perceived as an ethicsfree decisionmaking tool.

Keywords: ethics, moral, elections, social choice theory, strategic voting, Satterthwaite, 
Arrow’s paradox
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